
Price list of products
valid from 1st December 2023

Fixed detectors
Fixed explosive gas detectors
GC20PN 2.500,- CZK two-stage detector (medium boiler rooms, industrial plants)
GC20PK 2.700,- CZK two-stage detector (medium boiler rooms, industrial plants) - clip system
GC20P-230V 3.300,- CZK two-stage detector, 230V power supply
GC20P-module 1.080,- CZK replacement module with sensor for GC20P-230V
GI30WN 3.200,- CZK three-stage detector with temperature compensation
GI30WK 3.400,- CZK three-stage detector with temperature compensation - clip system
GSC4N 3.300,- CZK combustible gas sensor 4-20mA
GSC4K 3.500,- CZK combustible gas sensor 4-20mA – clip system
GR31 9.600,- CZK detector with infrared sensor for ZONA2 environment
Fixed carbon monoxide (CO) detectors
GIC40N 2.900,- CZK carbon monoxide detector (boiler rooms, parking garages, ...)
GICO20P-230V 3.300,- CZK two-stage carbon monoxide detector, 230V power supply
GICO20P-module 1.180,- CZK replacement module with sensor for GICO20P-230V
GSU2N 2.100,- CZK carbon monoxide sensor 4-20mA
Fixed carbon dioxide (CO2) detectors
GIR80 3.200,- CZK carbon dioxide detector with relay outputs
GSR8 3.300,- CZK carbon dioxide sensor 4-20mA and 0-10V
Fixed refrigerant detectors
GC20R 3.100,- CZK two-stage refrigerant detector – clip system
GC20RF-230V 4.100,- CZK two-stage refrigerant detector, 230V power supply
GC20RF-module 1.900,- CZK replacement module with sensor for GC20RF-230V

Power supplies and auxiliary elements
NZ34-DIN 1.850,- CZK power supply for fixed two- or three-stage detectors in switchboard
NZ34 2.000,- CZK power supply for fixed two or three-stage detectors in box
NZ425-DIN 2.750,- CZK power supply for max. 4 sensors with 4-20 mA output in switchboard
NZ425 2.900,- CZK power supply for max. 4 sensors with 4-20 mA output in box
Siren JTO 110,- CZK piezo siren, acoustic output approx. 75dB
Siren KPE 140,- CZK acoustic power 110 dB
beacon 420,- CZK warning beacon – yellow
calibration cable 150,- CZK cable for calibration of current loops (e.g. for GSU2N detectors)

Single-purpose portable detectors
GOFL 3.950,-CZK diagnostic device for flammable gas leaks (methane, propane) with display 
GOCO 3.800,-CZK single-purpose carbon monoxide detector with display
GOOX 4.100,-CZK single-purpose carbon dioxide (CO2) detector for schools, offices, ...

Prices are exclusive of VAT. We charge the corresponding prices for shipping costs. We offer discounts to
customers depending on previous purchases (10% for 100.000,- 15% for 300.000,- and 20% for 500.000,-)

and 5% discount for one-time purchases over 40.000,-.



GD52 3.950,- CZK older type of portable flammable substance detector with LED indication
(sale)

GDCO 3.750,- CZK older type of portable carbon monoxide detector with LED indication (sale)

Multifunctional detector
GD550 7.300,-CZK multifunctional diagnostic instrument - detection of explosive gases in the 

area or their leakage from piping, carbon monoxide, gas pressure, 
temperature, ...

Accessories for the GD550
Clip 200,- CZK additional clip on the body of the GD550 for attachment
Bag 150,- CZK leatherette case for GD550 with neck strap
PSKAB 730,- CZK extension cable for PS30 probes, ...
WA02 480,- CZK wireless adapter for GD550 to control GI30W
Printer on request small thermal paper printer for printing data from GD550 
Additional probes for GD550
PS30 1.100,- CZK probe for explosive gas detection
PS51 2.200,- CZK low power probe for explosive gas detection
PS32 2.500,- CZK low power probe for explosive gas detection with extended neck
PS33 1.300,- CZK probe for explosive gas detection with catalytic sensor
PS42 3.250,- CZK probe for refrigerant detection (R134a, R32, ...) with extended neck
PS60 2.400,- CZK probe for carbon monoxide(CO) detection with electrochemical sensor 
PS70 3.950,- CZK oxygen probe
PS80 2.900,- CZK probe for carbon dioxide (CO2) detection
T205 1.630,- CZK probe for temperature measurement (range up to 200°C) 
T405 1.480,- CZK probe for temperature measurement (range up to 400°C)
TS02 6.600,- CZK pressure probe with a range of ±200 Pa 
TS15 2.300,- CZK pressure probe with range up to 15 kPa
TS75 2.100,- CZK pressure probe with range up to 75 kPa
TS250 2.200,- CZK pressure probe with range up to 250 kPa
TS750 4.300,- CZK pressure probe with range up to 750 kPa
TS6M 4.600,- CZK pressure probe with range up to 6 MPa
AS01 9.000,- CZK analyzer probe with O2

AS02 6.950,- CZK analyzer probe without O2

VKAB 150,- CZK voltage probe, e.g. for checking the power supply of stationary systems
AKAB 150,- CZK current probe, e.g. for checking and calibrating current loops 
Older type of additional probes
PS50 1.300,- CZK probe for explosive gas detection
PS52 2.700,- CZK low power probe for explosive gas detection with extended neck
PS56 2.400,- CZK probe for carbon monoxide detection with electrochemical sensor
PS57 3.950,- CZK oxygen probe

Prices are exclusive of VAT. We charge the corresponding prices for shipping costs. We offer discounts to
customers depending on previous purchases (10% for 100.000,- 15% for 300.000,- and 20% for 500.000,-)

and 5% discount for one-time purchases over 40.000,-.


